Dams are structures designed by humans to capture water and modify the magnitude and timing of its movement downstream. The damming of streams and rivers has been integral to human population growth and technological innovation. Among other things, dams have reduced flood hazard and allowed humans to settle and farm productive alluvial soils on river floodplains; they have harnessed the power of moving water for commerce and industry; and they have created reservoirs to augment the supply of water during periods of drought. In the 5000 or so years that humans have been building dams, millions have been constructed globally, especially in the last 100 years (Smith 1971, WCD 2000).

If dams have successfully met so many human needs, why is there a growing call for their removal? The answers to this question require an appreciation of society's changing needs for, and concerns about, dams, including the emerging recognition that dams can impair river ecosystems (Babbit 2002). But decisions about dam removal are complex, in no small part because great scientific uncertainty exists over the potential environmental benefits of dam removal. Certainly, the scarcity of empirical knowledge on environmental responses to dam removal contributes to this uncertainty (Hart et al. 2002). More fundamentally, however, a scientific framework is lacking for considering how the tremendous variation in dam and river attributes determines the ecological impacts of dams and the restoration potential following removal. Such an ecological classification of dams is ultimately needed to support the emerging science of dam removal.

In this article, we develop a conceptual foundation for the emerging science of dam removal by (a) reviewing the ways that dams impair river ecosystems, (b) examining criteria used to classify dams and describing how these criteria are of limited value in evaluating the environmental effects of dams, (c) quantifying patterns of variation in some environmentally relevant dam characteristics using governmental databases, (d) specifying a framework that can guide the development of an ecological classification of dams, and (e) evaluating the ways that dam characteristics affect removal decisions and the future of dam removals. We restrict our analysis to the United States, where dam removals are currently hotly debated; however, the ecological framework we advocate could also be generalized to other parts of the world.

**How dams impair river ecosystems**

Although the rationale for dam removal often includes a range of social and economic concerns (RAW/TU 2000), the central justification for removing dams from an environmental perspective is that they adversely impact the structure and function of river ecosystems. Both individually and cumulatively, dams fundamentally transform river ecosystems
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in several ways: (a) They alter the downstream flux of water and sediment, which modifies biogeochemical cycles as well as the structure and dynamics of aquatic and riparian habitats. (b) They change water temperatures, which influences organismal bioenergetics and vital rates. (c) And they create barriers to upstream–downstream movement of organisms and nutrients, which hinders biotic exchange. These fundamental alterations have significant ecological ramifications at a range of spatial and temporal scales.

**Local effects.** The local, or site-specific, alterations caused by dams, especially very large dams, have been studied extensively over the last few decades (Ward and Stanford 1979, Pets 1984, Ligon et al. 1995, Collier et al. 1996, Pringle et al. 2000). Storage of water and capture of sediment by dams cause profound downstream changes in the natural patterns of hydrologic variation and sediment transport. Numerous ecological adjustments follow. For example, reduction in the magnitude of downstream peak flows typically isolates the main channel from the floodplain, resulting in reduced recruitment of riparian species (Scott et al. 1996) and reduced access to floodplain habitats for fishes (Bayley 1995). Long-term storage and nonseasonal release of floodwaters can severely alter downstream food webs and aquatic productivity (Wootton et al. 1996). Many hydropower dams operate to produce dramatic daily flow variation that effectively reduces downstream habitat and aquatic productivity (see Poff et al. 1997 for examples). Water released from the reservoir may carve into the downstream river channel as it reestablishes its transport capacity, causing channel incision and isolating it from adjacent floodplains or tributary outlets (Pets 1984, Collier et al. 1996). Fine sediments are preferentially transported, often resulting in an excessive coarsening and armorining of the riverbed and a reduction in habitat quality for bottom-dwelling organisms.

If reservoirs exceed a certain depth and flows are slow enough, thermal stratification can occur. Deep waters can have very different temperatures than those on the surface, often maintaining temperatures near 4°C. Thus, downstream from reservoirs that release this deep water, the thermal regime is characterized as “summer cool, winter warm.” Because temperature directly affects the growth and developmental rates of aquatic organisms, such altered thermal regimes greatly modify the densities and kinds of species present. This new downstream regime is favorable for cold-adapted species like trout, and warm-adapted species often diminish in abundance or are lost (Ward and Stanford 1979). Thermal alteration and biological disruption can persist for tens of kilometers (km) downstream, depending on downstream tributary inflows (Muth et al. 2000).

**Landscape effects.** Dams occur so frequently in many watersheds that their cumulative ecological effects are likely to be profound, although this idea has received less attention than studies of individual dams. For example, Benke (1990) reported that there are only 42 high-quality, undammed rivers longer than 200 km remaining in the continental United States, and Wisconsin has an average of one dam for every 14 km of river (WDNR 1995). The extensive fragmentation of free-flowing rivers promotes ecosystem isolation. The imperiled status of many salmon stocks in the Pacific Northwest is in part attributable to the gauntlet of dams these fish encounter in their migrations to and from the ocean (NRC 1996). Fragmentation also prevents the dispersal and persistence of inland species. For example, the diversity of European riparian communities is probably reduced because of the interruption by multiple dams of the downstream transport of water-dispersed seeds (Nilsson and Berggren 2000). Prevention of exchange among isolated populations may also imperil inland fish populations and other species such as mussels (Pringle et al. 2000, Fausch et al. 2002).

Water storage and sediment capture by thousands of dams has also measurably altered earth surface processes at regional and global scales (Graf 1999, Rosenberg et al. 2000). For example, the suspended-sediment loads carried by the Mississippi River to the Gulf of Mexico have decreased by one-half since the Mississippi Valley was first settled by European colonists, mostly from the construction since 1950 of large reservoirs on the sediment-laden Missouri and Arkansas rivers (Meade 1995). Other associated cumulative effects of dams that have either been demonstrated or postulated include alteration of sea level (Chao 1991), generation of greenhouse gases (St. Louis et al. 2000), and disruption of the hydrologic flux to the oceans (Sahagian 2000).

**Criteria used to describe dams and their scientific limitations**

Several criteria are used to characterize dams from an engineering perspective. Some of these criteria bear more strongly on the issue of dam removal and river restoration than others. Chief among these are the size of a dam, its operational purpose, and its age. Dam size not only influences such engineering considerations as construction and repair costs, it also affects the potential range and magnitude of ecological disturbances to the aquatic ecosystem (ASCE 1997). A dam’s operational plan influences the type, magnitude, frequency, and timing of environmental impacts on the riverine ecosystem. The age of a dam can affect structural repair costs, as well as the cumulative magnitude of downstream channel alteration because of sediment accumulation within the impoundment. Traditionally, dam size and operational type have been discussed among engineers in simple categorical terms, such as small versus large dams, or storage versus run-of-river dams. In reality, these characteristics are more continuous and multidimensional, and it will be important to analyze and synthesize this complexity in developing an ecological classification to support the emerging science of dam removal.

**Dam size.** Structures have generally been small for most of the history of dam building, reflecting preindustrial techni-
Dams vary tremendously in size (height and width) and hence in their reservoir storage volume, factors that have very important direct and indirect environmental impacts (see below). Thus it is very tempting to use size as a primary descriptor of a dam's potential ecological impact. Unfortunately, the criteria used by governmental agencies and organizations to classify dam size do not adequately reflect this variation, and these criteria are not always used in a consistent manner. For example, the US Army Corps of Engineers' National Inventory of Dams (USACE 2000) emphasizes dam safety and defines dams as large if they meet one of three criteria: (1) a high hazard potential (i.e., likely loss of human life if the dam fails), regardless of the dam's absolute size; (2) a low hazard potential but height exceeding 7.6 meters (m) and storage capacity greater than 18,500 cubic meters (m$^3$); or (3) a low hazard potential but height exceeding about 1.8 m and storage exceeding 61,700 m$^3$. Other organizations have adopted quite different criteria for defining dam size. For example, the International Commission on Large Dams classifies dams as large if either their height exceeds 15 m or their height is between 5 and 15 m and a reservoir greater than $3 \times 10^6$ m$^3$ is impounded (WCD 2000). Yet another classification defines hydropower dams as either low-head or high-head, depending on whether their height is less than 30 m or greater than 30 m, respectively (EnergyIdeas 2001). The criteria for classifying dams even differ among states.

There are at least two reasons why these criteria are problematic for defining dam characteristics from the perspective of environmental effects. First, as illustrated above, the same dam can be classified as large according to one definition and small according to another. Second, even if only one definition is adopted, dams that are grouped together can vary tremendously in size. For example, the USACE (2000) database of large dams includes structures with heights ranging from less than 2 m to more than 200 m, and storage volumes from less than 100 m$^3$ to $3.7 \times 10^{10}$ m$^3$. Such marked differences in dam size will necessarily translate into very different uses and environmental effects.

**Dam operations.** Although designed to meet many different human needs, the two basic functions of dams are to store water and raise water levels (McCully 1996). The storage ability of dams allows runoff to be retained for subsequent controlled release, whereas the ability to raise upstream water levels permits water diversion, increases hydraulic head for hydropower generation, creates impoundments for recreation, and so on. The most common classification of operational characteristics divides dams into two groups, storage and run-of-river, based in large part on these functional differences (USBR 2001). For example, a storage dam typically has a large hydraulic head and storage volume, long hydraulic residence time, and control over the rate at which water is released from the impoundment. By contrast, a run-of-river dam usually has a small hydraulic head and storage volume, short residence time, and little or no control over the water-release rate (EPA 2001).

As with dam size, however, this dichotomous classification has several limitations. First, different criteria are sometimes used to place dams in an operational class. For instance, the state of Pennsylvania defines run-of-river dams as relatively small structures whose impoundments are confined completely within the banks at normal flow levels (Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission 2001), a much more restricted definition than that used by most federal agencies. Second, membership in a single class can conceal large and important variation. For instance, storage dams can include flood-control dams that dramatically alter seasonal flow patterns, as well as hydropower dams that impact flow regimes primarily on a time scale of hours to days, in response to fluctuating electrical demand. Likewise, run-of-river dams can have whole-reservoir turnover times ranging from a few hours to many weeks, and impoundment depths ranging from 1 m to more than 30 m. Finally, many “multipurpose dams” are used for flood control, irrigation, navigation, power generation, and recreation and do not fit neatly in either operational class.

Despite the challenges involved in creating a simple classification system that effectively describes variation in the size and operational characteristics of dams, such variation can have markedly different ecological effects (Hart et al. 2002). For example, the flow regime below a flood-control dam 50 m high will be moderated to reduce peak flows, increase base flows, and alter natural seasonal timing of flow variations (Petts 1984). By contrast, a run-of-river hydropower dam that is 10 m high may only occasionally modify peak flows and is unlikely to substantially alter thermal regimes downstream;
however, it will capture the coarser fraction of transported sedi-
ment. Very small dams, such as a 2-m-high diversion dam and
run-of-river mill dam, are likely to have relatively limited ef-
facts on peak flows or downstream sediment regime by virtue
of their small storage volume, although they may still reduce
low flows downstream and prevent upstream movement of
small fishes. Thus the development of a more complete un-
derstanding of dam effects, as well as responses to dam re-
moval, will require improvements in our ability to characterize
variation in ecologically important dam characteristics such
as size and operational mode.

**Damage.** Dams have a finite life span, so dam age can be
an important factor affecting removal decisions. Two of the
major factors influencing the aging process are the deterio-
ration of construction materials and the accumulation of
sediment within the dam’s impoundment.

**Infrastructure safety and repair.** As dams age, they become
more prone to failure. For example, the failure of three dams
during the 1970s (Buffalo Creek, Teton, and Toccoa Creek)
resulted in 175 fatalities and more than $1 billion in losses
(ASCE 2001a). More recently, heavy rains from a single trop-
cical storm in 1994 caused more than 230 dams to fail in
Georgia (FEMA 2001). Because of the boom in US dam con-
struction that occurred from 1950 to 1980, we now face
problems stemming from aging dams. This challenge is ex-
acerbated by the fact that one-third of high-hazard dams have
not even undergone safety inspections in the last 8 years
(ASCE 2001b). Although the failure of a small dam may
threaten fewer lives and cause less property damage than a large
dam, many small dams are much older and in poorer con-
dition than large dams. Of course, the life span of some dams
can be substantially increased by continuous maintenance, but
the associated costs can be high. For example, the cost of re-
pairing a small dam can be as much as three times greater than
the cost of removing it (Born et al. 1998). We emphasize, how-
ever, that the relative costs of repair and removal are likely to
vary markedly, depending on the regulatory policies of dif-
ferent states, especially as they address potential concerns
about the quantity and quality of accumulated sediments. Ne-
evertheless, these safety and repair issues underscore the chal-
enges of maintaining an aging dam infrastructure.

**Sedimentation.** Sediment capture by dams reduces reser-
voir storage capacity and impairs dam functionality. For modern
dams, this process generally happens at a much faster rate than the loss of structural integrity of construction
materials. Thus sedimentation is often a factor limiting a
dam’s useful life (Morris and Fan 1998). For example, high sed-
imentation rates have reduced the storage capacity of Matil-
ija Dam in southern California by about 50% since it was built
in 1948 (Matilija Coalition 2000). By contrast, some dams with
low sedimentation rates have remained functional for ex-
remely long periods, in some cases up to many hundreds of
years (Schnitter 1994).

The importance of sedimentation is now widely recognized,
but sedimentation rates were not consistently factored into
dam design criteria until the 1960s (Morris and Fan 1998), and
many dams are expected to fill in with sediment at rates
exceeding design expectations (Dendy 1968). Sedimentation
rates vary greatly from watershed to watershed, however, be-
cause of spatial variation in sediment supply and delivery that
is controlled by basin geology, slope, drainage density, and land
use or cover. Erosion occurs largely in response to large pre-
cipitation events, so climate is also an important controlling
factor in dam aging. Engineers now typically design reservoirs
to incorporate a 100-year sediment storage pool, but human
disturbance of land surfaces can greatly increase sediment yield
and thus reduce a reservoir’s effective life span. For example,
sediment yield can increase by two orders of magnitude in re-
gions with extensive road construction (Morris and Fan 1998).

**Patterns of variation in dam characteristics**

Various agencies and organizations are responsible for main-
taining inventories of dams and their characteristics, partic-
ularly for purposes such as dam safety and water supply. For
example, the International Commission on Large Dams has a
global inventory of about 45,000 large dams (WCD 2000).
In the United States, the Army Corps of Engineers maintains
the National Inventory of Dams (USACE 2000), which in-
cludes more than 76,500 “large” structures. In addition to these
structures are an estimated 2,000,000 or more “small” dams
in the United States that are not included in this national data-
base (Graf 1993). Information for these smaller structures is
compiled and maintained largely by state regulatory agencies
and is therefore much more dispersed and uneven in geo-
graphic coverage. Indeed, only a few states have compiled com-
prehensive state-wide electronic databases for these smaller
structures.

We examined variations in characteristics of dams in the
federal database and then compared them with dam charac-
teristics for two states, Wisconsin and Utah. The size (height)
distribution of federally cataloged dams is illustrated in fig-
ure 1. Almost half the dams in the federal database are in the
4 to 16 m height range. The smallest dams (< 2 m) are rela-
tively rare in the federal database, especially when compared
with their estimated abundance on the landscape (Graf 1993).
Dams in different parts of the United States are often oper-
ated in a different fashion because of regional variation in cli-
mate and economic activity. Such operational differences are
clearly seen by dividing the United States into eight geo-
graphic regions that reflect broad differences in physical set-
ting (climate, topography) and settlement history (figure 2).

The picture of operational purposes of dams shown in fig-
ure 2 is unlikely to represent operations for the 2,000,000 or
so smaller dams that are not in a national database. In an ef-
fort to evaluate this expectation, we analyzed data for Wis-
consin and Utah, two states that have relatively complete in-
ventories and that differ markedly in climate and topography.
These two states might offer some measure of the range of
variation in operational purposes of small dams (although we
do not argue they are statistically representative of the United States as a whole). By comparing the overlap of dams in these statewide databases with the more comprehensive national database, one can get a sense of the adequacy of using the national database to evaluate the distribution and function of the much more numerous small dams, which are more likely to be prime candidates for removal in the future.

Figure 3a compares the size distribution of the 3843 Wisconsin dams for which height is recorded in the state database with the 655 Wisconsin dams listed in the national database (USACE 2000). As expected, the national database under-represents the proportion of smaller structures (< 2 m) and overrepresents the proportion of larger structures (> 8 m). Moreover, the correspondence between the state and national databases in terms of operational purpose is poor. Most (39.4%) dams are classified by the state as “protection, stock or small farm pond,” a use category represented by only 2% in the national database. By contrast, the national inventory overestimates recreation, fish and wildlife ponds, flood control, and hydropower categories, but is reasonably representative for dams classified as irrigation, which is not a major use in Wisconsin (data not shown).

In the Utah database, 1641 dams are listed, of which only 104 are included in the national inventory. As shown in figure 3b, the size distribution of dams in the state database is very poorly represented by the national database, with the proportion of dams less than 4 m in height being under-represented and dams greater than 8 m in height being over-represented in the national database. In both the state and national databases, dams designated as primarily irrigation are the most prevalent use category (data not shown), although the national database overestimates their proportional representation by a factor of two relative to the state database. Stock ponds constitute 22% of state-identified dams, but are completely absent from the national inventory. Similarly, the national database underestimates the occurrence of flood control structures in Utah by a factor of six relative to the state database.

Thus, in summary, the national database for large dams does a relatively poor job of characterizing small dams in terms of size distribution and operational purpose for both Utah and Wisconsin.

The need for an ecological classification of dams

A formal characterization of how dams modify river ecosystems represents a major scientific challenge, especially because the type and magnitude of environmental alteration stems from interactions among natural processes, dam characteristics, and management practices. At present, little empirical data are available to allow meaningful generalization. This reflects, in part, the fact that readily available, simple descriptors for dams (e.g.,

Figure 1. Distribution of US dams by structure height. Data are from the National Inventory of Dams (solid bars; USACE 2000) and estimated by USACE for dams less than 2 meters in height (diagonally hatched bar; Graf 1993).

Figure 2. Percentage distribution by geographic region of dams falling into five categories of primary operational purpose, as defined in the national inventory of dams (USACE 2000). Dam uses are defined as flood control (stippled), hydropower (diagonally hatched), irrigation (solid black), recreation (solid white), and public supply (vertically hatched). These five uses represent 71% of the dams (54,903 dams).
instances, however, the prevailing biophysical regime already reflects the impact of upstream dams, which greatly complicates the task of characterizing how a particular downstream dam is modifying the natural river ecosystem (figure 4). Although not shown, downstream dams can also modify a given dam's impacts because of their effects on the upstream movements of river biota (Pringle et al. 2000). A further consideration in assessing a dam's effect on baseline conditions is the position of a reservoir in the drainage basin. For example, the degree of thermal deviation from natural conditions below a deep release reservoir is much greater in warmer, downstream reaches of a river than in cooler headwaters (Ward and Stanford 1983). Thus river size can be an important consideration in classifying the effects of dams on riverine ecosystems.

Many of the effects that dams have on the biophysical regime are related to the dam's size and operational mode. Dam size (height, width) strongly influences many environmental effects, such as the likelihood of temperature stratification and thermal regime modification, the dam's effectiveness as a barrier to biotic migration and sediment transport, and its ability to store peak flows. Dam size also interacts with dam operations to influence a key variable, the hydraulic residence time (HRT), which in turn affects many different facets of the biophysical regime. The HRT is defined as the ratio of the storage volume ($m^3$) of the reservoir to its flow-through rate ($m^3$ per year), the latter being a function of natural inflow to, and human controlled outflow from, the reservoir. The HRT can potentially influence the settlement of sediment within the reservoir, the development of planktonic assemblages and processes, the transport of biota through the reservoir to downstream reaches, the type and rate of biogeochemical cycling, and the occurrence of thermal stratification (Morris and Fan 1998, Kalff 2002). Thus dams of similar sizes can potentially have different ecological effects because of differences in their HRTs. Further, seasonal variation in reservoir operations can result in HRT being seasonally variable (e.g., if a reservoir is drawn down before annual spring flooding).

Although information on HRT is critical to the development of ecological classification of dams, HRT data are not directly available for most impoundments. The situation arises in part because information on seasonal inflows into the reservoir or operational rules for reservoir discharge are often not reported, especially for smaller dams. Moreover, only about one-third of the dams in the national database (USACE
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**Figure 3. Percentage distribution by dam height for dams in state databases (solid black) and the National Inventory of Dams (diagonally hatched; USACE 2000) for (a) Wisconsin and (b) Utah.**
2000) have reliable reported values for reservoir storage volume.

Indirect measures of HRT might provide an avenue for dam characterization; however, such measures are themselves limited. For example, in natural lakes, about 33% of the variation in HRT is statistically explained by variation in lake volume (Kalff 2002), so an indirect measure of reservoir volume might provide a rough estimate of HRT. Unfortunately, the most reasonable predictor variable, dam height, is only weakly correlated ($r^2 = 0.21$ for log–log data) for that portion of the national database containing values for both variables. Thus HRT is unlikely to be predicted meaningfully from dam height. In natural lakes, the unexplained 67% of the variation between HRT and lake volume probably reflects differences in regional runoff patterns and in lake morphometry (surface area to volume ratio) (Kalff 2002). Similarly, with reservoirs, regional differences in inflows will affect HRT. For example, Graf (1999) estimated maximum reservoir capacity (m$^3$) to store mean annual runoff (m$^3$ per year) to range from 0.25 to 0.37 years of storage in the upper Midwest and Northeast to 3.8 years in the arid Southwest. These values provide a sense of how HRT is regionally variable; however, predicting HRT for individual reservoirs will require that operational mode also be taken into account, since human control over dam outflows are a determinant of active reservoir storage and HRT.

Ultimately, efforts to categorize dam operations (and thus key variables like HRT) from a scientific perspective must account for differences in management practices that reflect variable social settings, economic conditions, and human preferences. Beyond the regional differences in climate and runoff, individual reservoirs are often managed for multiple purposes that can vary over time. Clearly, different types of operations can have very different environmental effects. For example, flood storage dams are often drawn down before a predictable flooding season and they are thus able to store peak flows, thereby modifying downstream flow and sediment regimes. Run-of-river dams of similar size, by contrast, tend to pass peak flows and are therefore less likely to detain fine sediment or modify downstream flow high flows. Alternatively, dams of very different sizes can have similar downstream hydrologic effects depending on how they store and release water over time. However, characterizing dam operations in a meaningful way may be easier for smaller structures (e.g., many of those not included in the national database), because of their smaller storage capacity and limited range of management options.

The influence of dam characteristics on removal decisions

According to a recent compilation, 467 dams have been completely or partially removed in the United States in the 20th century (AR/FE/TU 1999). At least another 30 dams have been completely removed through 2001 (Molly Pohl, Department of Geography, San Diego State University, personal communication, 5 March 2002). What kinds of dams are being removed, and how might future dam-removal decisions be related to variation in dam characteristics?

There are two striking dam-removal patterns: Dams are being removed at an accelerating rate (figure 5a), and the majority of dams being removed are less than 5 m in height (figure 5b). Several factors suggest that small dams will continue to be removed more often than large dams: As indicated by the Wisconsin and Utah databases, dams less than 5 m in height are far more numerous than large dams. Most of these small dams do not generate hydroelectricity or control floods, so the economic benefits of maintaining them are not as great when compared with large dams. Small dams are often older than large dams, which makes it more likely that they will be in poor condition. In fact, concerns about public safety, as well as high repair costs, were major factors affecting decisions to remove a number of old dams (average age > 100 years) in Wisconsin (Born et al. 1998). Small dams are more likely to be abandoned, so that financial burdens asso-

![Figure 4. Flow chart illustrating how attributes of dam–reservoir systems, especially dam size and operations, modify fundamental riverine biophysical processes to cause alterations with local and landscape environmental effects.](http://bioscience.oxfordjournals.org/fig1.png)
associated with their safety, repair, and maintenance often fall to local governments and, ultimately, to taxpayers. Indeed, many dams that have been removed were previously abandoned (Shuman 1995). These patterns clearly demonstrate that the current focus on small dam removal is influenced by social and economic factors, as well as by concerns about the environmental effects of small dams (AR/FE/TU 1999, Doyle et al. 2000).

Sediment accumulation in reservoirs is another factor that can influence many dam-removal decisions. This issue can be complicated, depending on the quality and quantity of accumulated sediments, as well as on public and agency attitudes about potential downstream effects of sediment. For example, if toxic contaminants are present in the sediment, there are certain to be concerns about the risks associated with the downstream release of sediments following dam removal, and the potential effects of these sediments on human and ecosystem health (Shuman 1995).

Even when contaminants are absent, accumulated sediment can still influence the likelihood of dam removal. For example, as reservoirs fill with sediment, they often become less effective in controlling floods, storing water, and generating hydropower, which could accelerate calls for dam removal. A useful index of the operational problems caused by accumulated sediments is the time it takes for 50% of the storage capacity of the reservoir to be lost to sediment deposition (Morris and Fan 1998). The proportional rate at which a reservoir’s storage volume fills with sediment depends on basinwide erosion rates (which vary regionally), but also exhibits an inverse relationship to dam size. Empirical data collected for reservoirs across the country by Dendy and colleagues (1973) showed that those having a storage capacity between $1.2 \times 10^6$ and $12 \times 10^6$ m$^3$ had a median time to half-filling of 91 years (based on data reported in Morris and Fan 1998). Taking the median value of this size range, 92% of the approximately 76,500 dams in the national database are expected to become half-filled with sediment in an average of 91 years. The regional distribution of these short-lived dams varies somewhat (figure 6), with between 74% (California, Nevada) and 94% (Southeast) of dams falling into this category. The age of existing dams also shows regional variation, with as many as 50% of dams having construction dates before 1920 in the Northeast, and as few as 5% in the Plains states.

The extent of this sediment problem is even greater if we consider the estimated 2,000,000 small dams not in the national inventory. These structures are defined as having less than $6.2 \times 10^4$ m$^3$ of storage (Graf 1993) and thus would be expected to become half full of sediment within roughly 25 to 40 years. Dendy (1968) estimated that “if present siltation rates continue, about 20% of the Nation’s small reservoirs will be half filled with sediment...in about 30 years.” The lack of a national database for these structures precludes an estimation of their retirement times. Many in the Northeast are already full of sediment, however (Laura Wildman, American Rivers, Northeast Field Office, personal communication, 22 May 2002), and literally thousands more nationwide will fill in the coming decades. For example, in Wisconsin alone, over 800 dams are less than 2 m high, and about one-third of these were built before 1960. On the basis of the previous estimates, these dams should already have lost more than 50% of their storage capacities.

Sediment accumulation can be a factor that either increases or decreases the likelihood of dam removal, depending in part on local circumstances. For example, in situations where sediment accumulation has reduced the functional ability of dams (e.g., for flood control) and disrupted downstream geomorphic processes, there have been increased calls for dam removal (Matilija Coalition 2000). By contrast, concerns have sometimes been raised about the possibility that downstream habitats, species, and ecosystem processes could be adversely affected (at least in the short term) by the release of large volumes of sediment during dam removal. Mechanized removal before dam breaching is one alternative to sediment release (ASCE 1997), although this can be very expensive. For many of the smaller dams currently being removed, however, the volume of accumulated sediment may be similar to the average annual sediment flux. In these situations, no special management practices are employed, and

Figure 5. Dam removal in the United States by (a) decade and (b) structure height. (Data taken from AR/FE/TU 1999 and Doyle et al. 2000.)
Figure 6. Number of dams by geographic region in the National Inventory of Dams database (USACE 2000) with estimated average time to half-filling with sediment being 91 years or less, on the basis of reservoir storage volumes. Dams are divided into those constructed before (solid black) and after (diagonally hatched) 1920. Refer to Figure 2 for regional key.

The future of dam removals

The rapid aging of dams (especially small ones) and the costs of maintaining old dams practically ensures that dam removal will continue at a brisk pace for the foreseeable future. An open question is whether these removals will be guided by scientific principles aimed at river restoration and conservation or whether they will simply follow utilitarian economic principles (Pejchar and Warner 2001).

In the last decade, an understanding about how dams severely impair free-flowing rivers has become firmly established both in the United States and abroad (Ligon et al. 1995, Collier et al. 1996, NRC 1996, Pringle et al. 2000, WCD 2000). This knowledge has entered into the public debate on river conservation, both in terms of greater willingness of reservoir managers to minimize downstream ecological effects (Muth et al. 2000) and of increased calls for outright dam removal (Pyle 1995, Joseph 1998, AR/FE/TU 1999). These scientific and social currents have led some to call for a new “water ethic” of increasing water-use efficiency through nonstructural means (Gleick 1998, Postel 2000). Such an ethic is needed if human demands for freshwater continue to grow in the coming decades (Postel 2000) and if society wishes to maintain the long-term sustainability of river ecosystems (Naiman and Turner 2000, Baron et al. 2002). The growing pressure for dam removal represents a real opportunity for scientists. Certainly, dam removals provide excellent opportunities for scientists to perform large-scale experiments in river restoration (Grant 2001, Hart et al. 2002) and thus expand our empirical knowledge base. Moreover, scientists are increasingly likely to be asked to predict the success of dam removal in specific situations where controversy exists over potential benefits and costs. Because dam removal can sometimes be expensive and its ecological effects hard to predict, scientists need to develop a better framework for characterizing dams according to their current environmental effects, as well as to the potential environmental benefits that could accrue following removal. For example, Hart and colleagues (2002) present a graphical model for examining how potential responses to dam removal vary with dam and watershed characteristics. This scientific challenge is made more difficult because the effects of dams result both from their alteration of natural biophysical processes and from human management practices. In this article, we have attempted to highlight some of the more salient attributes of this complex, multidimensional challenge. Developing a more predictive environmental science of dam removal is needed to help society decide where to spend limited resources to maximize restoration potential for impaired river systems in the United States and elsewhere.
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